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The rotation-torsion energies in the electronic ground state of HSOH are obtained in variational
calculations based on a newly computed ab initio CCSD�T�/aug-cc-pV�Q+d�Z potential energy
surface. Using the concept of the reaction path Hamiltonian, as implemented in the program TROVE

�theoretical rovibrational energies�, the rotation-vibration Hamiltonian is expanded around
geometries on the torsional minimum energy path of HSOH. The calculated values of the torsional
splittings are in excellent agreement with experiment; the root-mean-square �rms� deviation is
0.0002 cm−1 for all experimentally derived splittings �with J�40 and Ka�4�. The model provides
reliable predictions for splittings not yet observed. The available experimentally derived
torsion-rotation term values �with J�40 and Ka�4� are reproduced ab initio with an rms deviation
of 1.2 cm−1 �0.7 cm−1 for J�20�, which is improved to 1.0 cm−1 �0.07 cm−1 for J�20� in an
empirical adjustment of the bond lengths at the planar trans configuration. The theoretical torsional
splittings of HSOH are analyzed in terms of an existing semiempirical model for the rotation-torsion
motion. The analysis explains the irregular variation of the torsional splittings with Ka that has been
observed experimentally. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2992050�

I. INTRODUCTION

The three molecules HOOH, HSSH, and HSOH all have
skew-chain equilibrium geometries. For each of them, the
potential energy surface �PES� has two equivalent enanti-
omer minima described, for example, in Ref. 1. The energy
splittings caused by tunneling between these minima
�through torsion around an axis approximately coinciding
with the bond between the two heavy nuclei� are sufficiently
large for their effects to be observable in high resolution
spectroscopic experiments. For the symmetrical molecules
HOOH and HSSH, the energy level structure resulting from
the torsional motion has been investigated in detail �see, for
example, Refs. 2–8�. The torsional splittings have been
found to alternate with the parity of the rotational quantum
number Ka. Hougen9 �see also Hougen and DeKoven10� pro-
posed a semiempirical model to explain this staggering of the
splittings; in this model the 2� period of the torsional poten-
tial is extended to 4� �see below for the definition of the
torsional angle�. Alternating torsional splittings were also ob-
served in the five-atomic skew-chain molecule HNCNH
�Refs. 11 and 12� and explained in terms of the Hougen
model.

High resolution rotational transitions of ground state

HSOH, DSOD, and HSOD �Refs. 13–17� have been mea-
sured using the Cologne terahertz spectrometers.17–19 Quite
recently, the first high resolution measurements on HSOH in
the midinfrared region have been performed using the Fou-
rier transform spectrometer �IFS 120� at Wuppertal.20,21 The
experimental work has produced extremely accurate frequen-
cies for observed assigned transitions involving states with
J�40 and Ka�4. It is difficult to extend the measurements
to higher Ka-values because high resolution spectrometers
above 2 THz still pose a technical challenge. It was found
that the experimentally derived torsional splittings do not
stagger as in the cases of HOOH �Ref. 7� and HSSH �Refs. 4
and 5�; they exhibit a more complicated variation with the
rotational quantum number Ka. To explain the experimental
findings, Yamada et al.1 developed a semiempirical model
for the rotation-torsion motion of HSOH analogous to the
Hougen model for HOOH and HSSH.9,10 The HSOH model
involves an extension of the torsional-potential period to 6�
and makes use of a symmetry group isomorphic to the C3v
point group described, for example, in Ref. 22. The theoret-
ical results of Yamada et al.1 lent credibility to the experi-
mentally derived torsional-splitting pattern and thus to the
assignment of the rotation-torsion spectrum of HSOH.13,14,16

However, owing to the fact that HSOH has a lower symme-
try than HOOH and HSSH, the semiempirical model for
HSOH �Ref. 1� has more adjustable parameters than the
analogous Hougen model for HOOH and HSSH.9,10 In addi-
tion, the HSOH model has series expansions in the rotational
quantum numbers J and Ka; these expansions are likely to
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diverge at high rotational excitation. In consequence, as al-
ready noted in Ref. 1, the predictive power of the semiempir-
ical model is limited.

Quack and Willeke23 employed a quasiadiabatic channel
quasiharmonic reaction path Hamiltonian �RPH� approach to
study the vibrational energies of HSOH and its isotopomers
XSOY �X ,Y =H, D, and T�. Their calculations were based on
an ab initio PES calculated at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level of
theory and produced a value of the Ka=0 torsional splitting
for HSOH in very good agreement with the experimental
value. However, no values of the splittings were computed
for Ka�0, and so Ref. 23 has no bearing on the variation of
the torsional splitting with Ka.

In the present work, we complement the work of Ref. 1
by taking a more direct approach to the calculation of the
torsional splittings: We present variational calculations of the
rotation-torsion energies of HSOH employing a newly com-
puted ab initio PES for the ground electronic state. The sur-
face was obtained at the CCSD�T� level of theory, using
aug-cc-pV�Q+d�Z, aug-cc-pVQZ, and cc-pVQZ basis sets
for S, O, and H, respectively.

The rotation-torsion energies of HSOH are calculated
with the program TROVE �theoretical rovibrational
energies�24 using the geometries along the minimum energy
path �MEP� of the torsional motion as the reference configu-
ration. The other vibrations are viewed as displacements
from the reference configuration. The idea of an adiabatic
separation of large-amplitude and small-amplitude vibra-
tions, the small-amplitude vibrations being defined as dis-
placements from a flexible MEP reference configuration, was
proposed in 1977 by Bunker and Landsberg,25 whose ideas
were based on the 1970 work by Hougen et al.26 Bunker and
Landsberg25 applied the theory to a triatomic molecule, thus
obtaining the semirigid bender Hamiltonian. Similar ideas
were employed in 1980 by Miller et al.,27 who formulated
the RPH, which has been applied to HSOH by Quack and
Willeke23 and to a number of other molecules by other au-
thors �see, for example, Refs. 28–31�. We use here an imple-
mentation of the RPH approach where the “reaction coordi-
nate” �or large-amplitude vibrational coordinate� is the
torsional angle �HSOH �i.e., the dihedral angle between the
plane containing the H–S–O moiety and that containing the
S–O–H moiety�. The Hamiltonian is expanded as a Taylor
series in the coordinates describing the remaining small-
amplitude vibrations �i.e., all vibrations other than the tor-
sion�, with the expansion being made around a geometry on
the torsional MEP.

We aim at providing reliable predictions of the HSOH
rotation-torsion energies, thus facilitating further analysis of
the rotation-torsion spectra. We also aim at reproducing, in
the ab initio-based calculations reported here, the observed
variation with Ka of the HSOH torsional splittings and to
provide further explanation of this variation.

The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II we charac-
terize the ab initio potential energy function used in the
variational calculations. In Sec. III the variational method is
described. The calculated rotation-torsional energies are
compared to experiment in Sec. IV, where an empirical ad-

justment of the PES is also reported. We analyze our results
in Sec. V and offer conclusions in Sec. VI.

II. THE AB INITIO POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACE

We use here an ab initio potential surface for the elec-
tronic ground state of HSOH obtained by the CCSD�T�
method �coupled cluster theory with all single and double
substitutions from the Hartree–Fock reference determinant32

augmented by a perturbative treatment of connected triple
excitations33,34�. The CCSD�T� energies were calculated with
the MOLPRO2002 program package35,36 in the frozen-core ap-
proximation. As mentioned above, we have used the
aug-cc-pV�Q+d�Z basis set for S, the aug-cc-pVQZ basis set
for O, and the cc-pVQZ basis set for H.37–40 Further details
of the ab initio calculations will be given elsewhere.41 The
ab initio PES obtained and the associated level of theory are
referred to as AV�Q+d�Z.

The solution of the rotation-vibration Schrödinger equa-
tion is made in the framework of the RPH. The “reaction
path” is taken as the MEP for the torsional motion, and the
reaction coordinate is the torsional angle �HSOH. The MEP is
determined by optimizing the structural parameters of HSOH
�i.e., in an obvious notation, the three internuclear distances
rOS

opt, rSH
opt, and rOH

opt , together with the two bond angles �SOH
opt

and �OSH
opt � at 11 different values of �HSOH between 0° and

180°. The MEP obtained is shown in Fig. 1. Among the three
internuclear distances, rOS

opt exhibits the strongest dependence
on �HSOH, while rOH

opt varies very little. The bond angle �SOH
opt

varies more along the MEP than does �OSH
opt .

Along the MEP, the structural parameters rOS
opt���, rSH

opt���,
rOH

opt ���, �SOH
opt ���, and �OSH

opt ��� �Fig. 1� depend on the torsional
coordinate �=�HSOH, as indicated, and we model these func-
tions as

aX
opt��� = �

k=0

4

ak
X�cos � − cos ��k, �1�

where the optimized values of the expansion parameters ak
X,

where k=0, . . . ,4 and X=OS, SH, OH, SOH, or OSH, are
listed in Table I. For each of the five functions aX

opt���, the
five parameter values were obtained in a separate fitting to 11
input values; the root-mean-square �rms� deviations of these
fittings are included in Table I.

In a TROVE calculation for a nonrigid molecule,24 the
“input” PES �denoted as type A in Ref. 42� is re-expanded
around a flexible reference configuration, which, in the
present case, is defined by the value of �=�HSOH and of the
bond lengths and angles rOS

opt���, rSH
opt���, rOH

opt ���, �SOH
opt ���, and

�OSH
opt ���. The expansion is made in terms of internal linear-

ized coordinates �i
� �Refs. 24 and 42�, and for HSOH, these

coordinates are given by

�X
� = 1 − exp�− aX�rX

� − rX
opt�����, X = OS, SH, or OH,

�2�

where aX is a molecular parameter for the stretching vibra-
tions, and
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�X
� = �X

� − �X
opt���, X = OSH or SOH �3�

for the two bending vibrations. The coordinates rX
� and �X

� are
linearized versions22 of the geometrically defined coordinates
rX and �X, respectively. The linearized coordinates are ob-

tained by expanding the geometrically defined counterparts
as first-order Taylor series in Cartesian displacement coordi-
nates �see, for example, Sec. 10.4.2 of Ref. 22�.

The re-expanded potential energy function is a type B
PES, as defined in Ref. 42,

V��OS
� ,�SH

� ,�OH
� ,�OSH

� ,�SOH
� ;��

= V0��� + �
j

Fj
����� j

� + �
j,k

Fjk
� ���� j

��k
�

+ �
j,k,l

Fjkl
� ���� j

��k
��l

� + �
j,k,l,m

Fjklm
� ���� j

��k
��l

��m
� , �4�

where the indices j, k, l, and m assume the values OS, SH,
OH, OSH, and SOH. The expansion coefficients V0��� and
Fjk¯

� ��� are given as tables of numerical values determined at
a grid of equidistantly spaced �-values �k and computed nu-
merically with the central finite difference method employ-
ing quadruple �16 byte� precision.24 As indicated in Eq. �4�,
in the present calculations the expansion of the type B PES is
truncated after the fourth-order terms.

III. THE TROVE CALCULATIONS

The TROVE approach to the calculation of the rotation-
vibration energies for molecules in isolated electronic states
is described in Ref. 24, to which the reader is referred for
details. Here we give a brief outline aimed at facilitating the
understanding of the particular calculations done for HSOH.

When TROVE is adapted to do RPH calculations for
HSOH, the molecular structures along the MEP define a flex-
ible reference configuration, and the coordinates �OS

� , �SH
� ,

�OH
� , �OSH

� , and �SOH
� �Eqs. �2� and �3��, which describe the

small-amplitude vibrations, measure displacements from this
reference configuration. As already mentioned, the semirigid
bender model by Bunker and Landsberg25 is constructed ac-
cording to this basic idea, and it implements the Sayvetz43

condition in order to minimize the torsion-vibration interac-
tion by eliminating certain terms in the rotation-vibration
kinetic energy operator.22 By contrast, the RPH approach of
the present work minimizes the torsion-vibration interaction
in the PES by letting the torsional MEP define the reference
configuration.

In the current TROVE calculations, we use a kinetic en-
ergy operator expanded through second order in terms of the
linearized coordinates �i

�, and so the total TROVE rotation-
vibration Hamiltonian is given as an expansion similar to
that in Eq. �4�. Hence, it has a form well suited for an adia-
batic separation of the small-amplitude vibrations from the

FIG. 1. �Color online� The variation of the optimized values of the bond
lengths rOS

opt, rSH
opt, and rOH

opt �top display�, of the bond angles �OSH
opt and �SOH

opt

�middle display�, and of the ab initio energy �bottom display� along the
MEP. All quantities are shown as functions of the torsional angle �=�HSOH.
For the bond lengths, we plot the deviations rAB

opt −rAB
�e� from the equilibrium

values rOS
�e� =1.667 25 Å, rSH

�e� =1.34431 Å, and rOH
�e� =0.96178 Å �Ref. 41�.

TABLE I. Expansion coefficients determining, through Eq. �1�, the structural parameters along the torsional
MEP in the electronic ground state of HSOH.

a0
X a1

X a2
X a3

X a4
X 105� a

rOS
opt �Å� 1.690 363 0 −0.041 845 6 0.018 960 0 −0.001 253 5 0.000 914 1 5.0

rSH
opt �Å� 1.336 516 0 0.011 876 5 −0.003 335 6 −0.000 594 5 −0.000 067 8 1.6

rOH
opt �Å� 0.962 282 9 −0.003 101 2 0.003 894 1 −0.001 157 7 −0.000 125 7 1.0

�OSH
opt �deg� 93.325 82 8.749 67 −4.242 54 0.610 91 0.041 55 3.2

�SOH
opt �deg� 105.561 05 1.330 62 1.063 00 −1.102 00 0.328 23 2.4

arms deviation of the fitting.
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large-amplitude torsional motion. In the variational solution
of the rotation-vibration Schrödinger problem, we numeri-
cally diagonalize a matrix representation of the rotation-
vibration Hamiltonian, set up in terms of suitable basis func-
tions. We make the adiabatic separation of the small-
amplitude vibrations and the torsional motion because this
leads to a very substantial reduction in the sizes of the matrix
blocks to be diagonalized.

The basis functions used to construct the matrix repre-
sentation of the rotation-vibration Hamiltonian are chosen as
products of six functions, each of these functions being one
dimensional �1D� in the sense that it describes one vibra-
tional degree of freedom. That is, a basis function is given as

��vib� = �vOS��vSH��vOH��vOSH��vSOH��vHSOH,�tor��J,K,�rot� .

�5�

Each of the 1D small-amplitude vibrational basis functions
�vX� �where X=OS, SH, OH, OSH, and SOH, while vX is the
principal quantum number for the vibrational mode in ques-
tion� depends on the coordinate �X

� and is determined in a
solution of a reduced 1D Schrödinger equation by means of
the Numerov–Cooley method.44,45 The torsional basis func-
tions �vHSOH,�tor� �where vHSOH is the principal torsional
quantum number and �tor=0 or 1 determines the torsional
parity22 as �−1��tor� are determined by the Numerov–Cooley
method44,45 in the same manner as the �vX� functions. The
rotational basis functions �J ,K ,�rot� are symmetrized combi-
nations of rigid-symmetric-top eigenfunctions,22 where �rot

�=0 or 1� determines the rotational parity as �−1��rot and the
rotational quantum number K=Ka. For the RPH calculations
of the present work, we use basis functions with vOS=vSH

=vOH=vOSH=vSOH=0. That is, we expand the rotation-
vibration eigenfunctions 	J,
,i as

	J,
,i = �0��0��0��0��0�

� �
vHSOH,�tor,K,�rot

CJ,
,i
K,�rot,vHSOH,�tor�vHSOH,�tor�

��J,K,�rot� , �6�

where the CJ,
,i
K,�rot,vHSOH,�tor are expansion coefficients and the

�0� basis functions are associated with the redundant vibra-
tional quantum numbers vX=0, X=OS, SH, OH, OSH, and
SOH. We have introduced 
 to denote the irreducible repre-
sentation of the molecular symmetry group Cs�M� �see Table
A-2 of Ref. 22� generated by the eigenfunction 	J,
,i. The
running index i labels eigenstates with the same values of J
and 
.

The energies computed by diagonalizing the matrix rep-
resentation of the rotation-vibration Hamiltonian, set up in
terms of basis functions as indicated in Eq. �6�, can obvi-
ously be thought of as the eigenvalues of an effective
rotation-torsion Hamiltonian obtained by averaging the com-
plete rotation-vibration Hamiltonian over the small-
amplitude vibrational motion. In practice, the use of only one
basis function for each of the small-amplitude vibrational
modes reduces very substantially the sizes of the matrices to
be diagonalized, and so it becomes possible to employ very
large torsional basis sets. This turned out to be essential for
reaching a numerical accuracy sufficient to determine the

very small torsional splittings, especially for high values of
K. Calculations for K�5 converge relatively fast as the basis
set of Eq. �6� is increased, even at high J. However in order
to achieve sufficient convergence for higher K, a very large
torsional basis set was required: With vHSOH�41, we could
converge all rotational term values with K�12 and the cor-
responding torsional splittings to within 0.0001 cm−1. As
mentioned above, our basis functions are obtained by the
Numerov–Cooley integration performed in quadruple-
precision computations. In order to generate 84 torsional ba-
sis functions �vHSOH�41,�tor=0 ,1�, a very dense grid of
10 000 points was used. The use of a still denser grid was
prohibited by the round-off errors associated with the
Numerov–Cooley integration scheme even at 16 byte preci-
sion. This imposed a limit on the size of the torsional basis
set at vHSOH=41. The convergence problem at higher K is
apparently an indication of a deficiency of our torsional basis
set at high rotational excitation. Probably, better convergence
could be attained if the torsional basis functions were modi-
fied to depend on the quantum number K, as discussed in
Ref. 42, and implemented, for example, for the bending vi-
bration of triatomic molecules in Ref. 46.

With the TROVE program, it is straightforward to go be-
yond the adiabatic-separation approximation: All we need to
do is to introduce small-amplitude vibrational basis functions
�Eq. �5�� with vX�0 �X=OS, SH, OH, OSH, and SOH�. We
have made such improved variational calculations to assess
the accuracy of the RPH results. In Fig. 2 we compare the
torsional term values �with vOS=vSH=vOH=vOSH=vSOH=J
=0� computed using the RPH scheme to term values ob-
tained in a full six-dimensional �6D� variational calculation
with the same PES.41 The “adiabatic” torsional term values
closely follow the full-dimensional counterparts not only be-
low 1000 cm−1, where the density of J=0 states is fairly low
so that the states are not likely to experience resonances, but
also in the energetically dense region above 1000 cm−1. For
the details of the 6D variational calculation, see Ref. 41.

Another indication of the good performance of the
model, important for the purposes of the present study, is that
the RPH value for the J=0 torsional splitting in the vibra-
tional ground state is obtained as 0.002 14 cm−1, in perfect

FIG. 2. �Color online� Comparison of torsional term values with vOS=vSH

=vOS=vOSH=vSOH=J=0, computed using the RPH method �empty bars�
with term values obtained in a full 6D variational calculation �filled bars�
with the same PES �Ref. 41�. The extended quantum number 2vHSOH+�tor

gives the number of nodes for the wave function �vHSOH,�tor�.
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agreement with both the experimental value of
0.002 14 cm−1 �Ref. 1� and the value of 0.002 15 cm−1 from
the 6D TROVE calculation. To obtain the theoretical splittings
so accurately, however, a large torsional basis set with
vHSOH�18 had to be used.

IV. THE CALCULATED ROTATION-TORSION
ENERGIES

In Table II, we list experimentally derived rotation-
torsion term values E�vHSOH,�tor ,J ,Ka ,�rot� for J=4 and
compare them to the theoretical values obtained in the
present work. �For brevity, we suppress in the table the re-
dundant small-amplitude-vibrational quantum numbers vX

=0, where X=OS, SH, OH, OSH, and SOH.� The experi-
mentally derived rotation-torsion term values and torsional
splittings in Table II and, generally, in the remainder of the
present paper are obtained from the HSOH spectra recorded
in Cologne. Some of these experimental results have been
published in Ref. 13. The complete list of term values for
J�40 is available as a supplementary material to this
publication.47 Table II also gives experimental and theoreti-
cal values for the torsional splittings �tor�vHSOH,J ,Ka ,�rot�
= �E�vHSOH,�tor= 1 ,J ,Ka ,�rot�−E�vHSOH,�tor = 0 ,J ,Ka ,�rot��.
The table shows that for J=4, there is an excellent agreement
between theory and experiment, and this level of agreement
is typical for the entire data set available. The rms deviation
for all experimentally derived torsional splittings �with J
�40 and Ka�4� is 0.0002 cm−1. The rotation-torsion term
values are not reproduced quite so accurately by the AV�Q
+d�Z ab initio PES. The corresponding rms deviation is
1.2 cm−1 for all experimentally derived term values
�0.7 cm−1 for the term values with J�20�.

We have carried out an empirical adjustment of the PES
in order to improve the agreement with experiment. In view
of the fact that the rotational energies are strongly dependent
on the molecular geometry through the moments of inertia,
we decided to optimize the structural parameters a0

X �X
=OS,SH,OH�, i.e., the constant terms in the expansions of
Eq. �1�. These parameter values determine the optimized
structure of HSOH at the planar trans configuration with �
=180°. The dependence of the energies on the angle param-
eters a0

OSH and a0
SOH turned out to be very slight so that these

parameters need not be varied. The derivatives of the
rotation-torsion term values with respect to the varied param-
eters a0

X are required for the least-squares fitting. These de-
rivatives were evaluated with the central finite difference
method, and toward this end we computed for X=OS, SH,
and OH the rotation-torsion term values for a0

X=a0
X,�0��a,

where a0
X,�0� is the ab initio parameter value and �a is chosen

as 0.01 Å. We carried out four iterations of the nonlinear
least-squares fitting. In the first iteration, we fitted only term
values with J�3, but we extended the input data set to in-
clude all J�5 term values in the second iteration, all J
�10 term values in the third iteration, and all J�20 term
values in the fourth iteration. In all four iterations, we used
the derivatives calculated at the initial ab initio parameter
values a0

X,�0�. The refined values of the parameters are a0
OS

=1.686 410 Å, a0
SH=1.333 194 Å, and a0

OH=0.957 740 Å.
With the refined PES, we reproduce the experimental

rotation-torsion term values with a rms deviation of
1.0 cm−1 �0.07 cm−1 for J�20�, and the experimentally de-
rived torsional splittings �with J�40 and Ka�4� are repro-
duced with a rms deviation of 0.0002 cm−1 and a maximum
deviation of 0.0012 cm−1. The rms deviation has not de-

TABLE II. Rotation-torsion term values and torsional splittings for J=4 rotational levels in the vibrational ground state of HSOH, calculated with the TROVE

program and compared to the corresponding experimental values.

Assignment Term values E�cm−1� Splittings �tor�10−3 cm−1�

J Ka Kc �tor Obs. Calc.a �a,b Calc.c �b,c Obs. Calc.a �a,d Calc.c �c,d

4 0 4 0 10.046 956 10.001 781 0.045 175 10.050 369 −0.003 413
4 0 4 1 10.049 109 10.003 805 0.045 304 10.052 519 −0.003 410 2.153 2.024 0.129 2.150 0.003
4 1 4 0 16.211 506 16.124 904 0.086 602 16.213 141 −0.001 635
4 1 4 1 16.212 771 16.126 088 0.086 683 16.214 404 −0.001 633 1.265 1.184 0.081 1.263 0.002
4 1 3 0 16.358 850 16.271 590 0.087 260 16.361 102 −0.002 252
4 1 3 1 16.360 110 16.272 770 0.087 340 16.362 361 −0.002 251 1.260 1.180 0.080 1.259 0.001
4 2 3 1 34.995 057 34.785 310 0.209 747 34.994 947 0.000 110
4 2 3 0 34.996 830 34.787 054 0.209 776 34.996 790 0.000 040 1.773 1.744 0.029 1.843 −0.070
4 2 2 1 34.995 206 34.785 458 0.209 748 34.995 094 0.000 112
4 2 2 0 34.996 980 34.787 202 0.209 778 34.996 937 0.000 043 1.774 1.744 0.030 1.843 −0.069
4 3 2 1 66.170 157 65.763 792 0.406 365 66.174 672 −0.004 515
4 3 2 0 66.172 255 65.765 849 0.406 406 66.176 807 −0.004 552 2.098 2.057 0.041 2.135 −0.037
4 3 1 1 66.170 157 65.763 793 0.406 364 66.174 673 −0.004 516
4 3 1 0 66.172 256 65.765 850 0.406 406 66.176 807 −0.004 551 2.099 2.057 0.042 2.134 −0.035
4 4 1 0 109.798 875 109.134 111 0.664 764 109.826 574 −0.027 699
4 4 1 1 109.800 792 109.136 204 0.664 588 109.828 535 −0.027 743 1.917 2.093 −0.176 1.961 −0.044
4 4 0 0 109.798 875 109.134 111 0.664 764 109.826 574 −0.027 699
4 4 0 1 109.800 792 109.136 204 0.664 588 109.828 535 −0.027 743 1.917 2.093 −0.176 1.961 −0.044

aCalculations with the AV�Q+d�Z ab initio PES.
bObs−Calc. in units of cm−1.
cCalculations with the refined PES �see text�.
dObs−Calc. in units of 10−3 cm−1.
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creased relative to that obtained with the AV�Q+d�Z ab ini-
tio PES: The substantial improvement obtained for many
splittings with low J�0 is canceled by a slight degradation
for J�35. The J=4 term values and torsional splittings com-
puted with the refined PES are included in Table II. The
effects of the empirical adjustment of the PES are illustrated
in Fig. 3, where we show the residuals �Obs.−Calc.� of the
rotational term values obtained with the AV�Q+d�Z ab initio
PES and with the refined PES. For each PES, the term values
with different Ka give rise to five parallel curves correspond-
ing to Ka=0,1 ,2 ,3 ,4, respectively, with the Ka=0 term val-
ues producing the bottom curve and the Ka=4 term values
producing the top curve. As mentioned above, as a result of
the empirical adjustment, the agreement with experiment has
improved substantially for term values with J�35, while
there is a slight degradation at the highest J-values consid-
ered. It is reassuring that the empirical adjustment has pro-
duced rather minor changes in the bond length parameters
a0

OS, a0
SH, and a0

OH. All three values have decreased in the
fitting, but by less than 0.005 Å, which is probably within
the error limits of the ab initio method employed. That is, the
empirically adjusted parameters are very close to the ab ini-
tio values. This indicates that they are not unphysically ef-
fective values that merely reproduce well the input data used
in the fitting. However we are cautious about claiming to
have improved the HSOH geometry: At J-values above 40,
our results start to diverge. This is probably caused by the
fact that we truncate the expansion of the rotation-vibration
Hamiltonian in the small-amplitude vibrational coordinates
�Sec. III� after the second-order terms.

In Fig. 4 we plot the theoretically calculated torsional
splittings �tor�vHSOH,J ,Ka ,�rot� against Ka. For each
Ka-value, we plot splittings calculated for J=Ka , . . . ,40. The
agreement with experiment for the splittings is illustrated in
detail in Fig. 5, where we show the residuals �Obs.−Calc.�
obtained for the available experimentally derived values. A
comparison of Figs. 4 and 5 shows that the experimentally
derived splittings are typically reproduced to a few percent.
The agreement deteriorates slightly with increasing J, but the
experimentally derived variation of the torsional splittings
with Ka �Ref. 1� is obviously well reproduced by the calcu-
lations.

V. ANALYSIS

At present, for the HSOH molecule, experimentally de-
rived torsional splittings have been determined for
Ka�4.1,13,17 As mentioned above, the variation of the split-
tings with Ka for HSOH is very different from that exhibited
by the symmetrical molecules HOOH and HSSH �see, for
example, Refs. 2–8�. For HSOH, Fig. 4 shows that, as dis-
cussed in Ref. 1, the torsional splittings vary somewhat er-
ratically with Ka for the lowest Ka-values. For Ka�4, the
variation becomes more regular in that the splittings start to
vary approximately periodically �with a period-of-three
Ka-values� as Ka increases. Also for Ka�3 the period-of-
three pattern can be recognized for some values of J. This
pattern is in accordance with the semiempirical model devel-
oped in Ref. 1. The periodicity derives from the fact that, as
mentioned above, the rotational and torsional wave functions
are usefully described in terms of a symmetry group called
C3v

�R� in Ref. 1; this group is isomorphic to the C3v point
group.22

In Hougen’s semiempirical model for the rotation-
torsion motion in HOOH and HSSH,9,10 the torsional motion
can be completely separated from the rotation. That is, it is
possible to consider one rotational state only, characterized
by the quantum numbers J, Ka, and Kc �or, equivalently, by
the quantum numbers J, Ka, and �rot as done in the present
work�, and to develop expressions for the torsional splittings
in this particular rotational state. It is shown in Ref. 1 that no
such complete separation is possible for the lower-symmetry

FIG. 3. �Color online� The residuals �Obs.−Calc.� for the rotation-torsion
term values E�vHSOH=0,�tor ,J ,Ka ,�rot� of HSOH �in cm−1�. The residuals
are calculated for all available experimentally derived term values �with J
�40 and Ka�4� from the AV�Q+d�Z ab initio PES �red crosses� and the
refined PES �blue squares�, respectively. See text for further details.

FIG. 4. �Color online� The theoretical values of the torsional splittings
�tor�vHSOH=0,J ,Ka ,�rot� �in cm−1�, plotted against the rotational quantum
number Ka. For each Ka-value, we plot splittings calculated for J
=Ka , . . . ,40 and �rot=0 and 1, with the refined PES. See text for further
details.

FIG. 5. The residuals �Obs−Calc.� obtained for the torsional splittings with
the refined PES �see text�.
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molecule HSOH. In the case of HSOH, it is necessary to
consider together the two rotational states with common val-
ues of J and Ka but with Kc=J−Ka or J−Ka+1, respectively
�or equivalently with �rot=0 or 1�. The rotation-torsion ener-
gies for these two states are determined by diagonalization of
a matrix involving the two rotational basis functions
�J ,Ka ,�rot=0� and �J ,Ka ,�rot=1�, both combined with tor-
sional basis functions. Consequently, the torsional splittings
depend not only on matrix elements associated with the
terms in the Hamiltonian describing the torsion but also on
the asymmetry splitting �rot= �Erot�J ,Ka ,J−Ka�−Erot�J ,Ka ,J
−Ka+1��, Ka�0, where Erot�J ,Ka ,Kc� is a rotational energy
of HSOH, obtained in the approximation of neglecting the
torsional motion. For example, for Ka=3t1, where t is an
integer, the torsional splittings are given by Eqs. �118� and
�119� of Ref. 1, where �rot is called �rot

�JK�.
It is well known �see, for example, Refs. 2, 3, and 48�

that �rot is largest for Ka=1 and decreases rapidly as Ka

increases. In Table III we illustrate this by listing values of
the rotational energies, torsional splittings, and asymmetry
splittings obtained for HSOH at J=10. At Ka=1, �rot

�0.8 cm−1, but already at Ka=4, �rot�0.000 000 5 cm−1.
We see that the onset of the regular period-of-three variation
of the torsional splittings with Ka at Ka=4 �Fig. 4� coincides
with �rot becoming vanishingly small in comparison to �tor.
For Ka�4, the torsional splittings are described in the “sym-
metric top limit” of Ref. 1, i.e., the limit of �rot→0 �see Fig.
9 of Ref. 1 and the discussion of it�. For Ka=1 and 2, we
have �rot��tor, and so the torsional splittings are described
by the limiting case discussed in connection with Fig. 7 of
Ref. 1. According to Ref. 1, Ka=3 constitutes a special case
with torsional splittings approximately equal to those for
Ka=0, and this is borne out by the splittings plotted in Fig. 4.

In summary, by combining the theory of Ref. 1 with the
results of the variational TROVE calculations from the present
work, we can understand the variation of the torsional split-
tings with Ka: For Ka=3t=0,3 ,6 ,9 , . . ., the splittings are ap-
proximately equal, as explained in Sec. 5.2.1 of Ref. 1. The
splittings for Ka=1 and 2 are described by the limiting case
discussed in connection with Fig. 7 of Ref. 1 and vary some-
what irregularly, and the splittings for Ka=3t1�4 are de-

scribed in the symmetric top limit of Ref. 1 and vary regu-
larly with a period of three Ka-values.

In Fig. 6 we show the Ka-dependence of the torsional
splittings in the vibrational ground state of HOOH, recon-
structed from the experimental data as reported in Tables VI
and VII of Ref. 7. Also here, there is some slight irregularity
at Ka=1 and 2, which may be attributed to �rot being much
larger than �tor, but the general trend is obviously different
from that plotted for HSOH in Fig. 4. The staggering of the
HOOH splittings �Sec. I� is not visible on the scale of Fig. 6.

As our calculations start to diverge for Ka�12 �which,
as already mentioned, is probably caused by the fact that we
truncate the expansion of the rotation-vibration Hamiltonian
in the small-amplitude vibrational coordinates after the
second-order terms�, we cannot provide reliable predictions
of the torsional splittings at these high Ka-values. One could
surmise that the period-of-three variation continues to higher
Ka and that eventually the splittings tend to zero.

To gain further insight into the mechanisms giving rise
to the torsional splittings, we have analyzed a number of
selected J=10 rotation-torsion eigenfunctions. In Fig. 7 we
plot a reduced-density-of-states �RDoS� ��vHSOH� diagram
for states with Ka=0, 2, 4, 6, and 8. All these states are
assigned to have vHSOH=0, this assignment being obtained
by the inspection of the pattern of rotation-torsion energies.
The torsional RDoS ��vHSOH� for a given state 	J,
,i �Eq.
�6�� is defined as

TABLE III. Rotational term values EJ,Ka
, torsional splittings �tor, and asym-

metry splittings �rot �in cm−1� for J=10 rotational levels in the vibrational
ground state of HSOH, calculated with the TROVE program and the refined
PES. See text for details.

Ka EJ,Ka
�tor �rot

a

0 55.265 967 0.002 157 ¯

1 61.106 764 0.001 277 0.813686
2 80.222 288 0.000 668 0.013398
3 111.406 833 0.002 143 0.000052
4 155.057 849 0.001 969 ¯

5 211.181 217 0.001 763 ¯

6 279.776 960 0.002 100 ¯

7 360.844 521 0.002 051 ¯

8 454.383 926 0.001 750 ¯

9 560.395 572 0.002 037 ¯

10 678.879 055 0.002 125 ¯

aOnly splittings ��rot��10−6 cm−1 are given.

FIG. 6. �Color online� Torsional splittings in the vibronic ground state of
HOOH.

FIG. 7. �Color online� RDoS diagram �see Eq. �7� and the accompanying
discussion� for rotational states of HSOH with J=10 and Ka=0, 2, 4, 6,
and 8.
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�J,
,i�vHSOH� = �
K,�rot,�tor

�CJ,
,i
K,�rot,vHSOH,�tor�2. �7�

According to Fig. 7, the state assigned to have Ka=0 has a
99.99% contribution from the basis function with vHSOH=K
=0. The states assigned to have Ka�2, however, are com-
plex mixtures of torsional basis functions �vHSOH,�tor�. Thus,
for the two states assigned to have Ka=2 and 4, respectively,
the contribution from the vHSOH=0 basis function is still
largest, but the admixture from higher vHSOH-values becomes
significant. By contrast, the dominant contribution to the
wave functions assigned to have Ka=6 and 8, respectively,
originates in the vHSOH=2 basis function. At higher K, this
effect is even more apparent. Thus the states at higher J
suffer a strong centrifugal distortion mixing of different tor-
sional basis functions. This, presumably, is another manifes-
tation of the deficiency of our torsional basis set mentioned
in Sec. III.

The rotational RDoS of states is given by

�J,
,i�K,�rot� = �
vHSOH,�tor

�CJ,
,i
K,�rot,vHSOH,�tor�2, �8�

and we find that for each rotation-torsion state considered, a
typical contribution around 99.99% arises from basis func-
tions with one particular value of K=Ka and �rot=0 or 1.
Figure 8 is a rotational RDoS diagram for the states with J
=10 and Ka=2. As explained in Ref. 1, there are four such
states in total: Each of the two asymmetry-split rotational
components �with Kc=8 and 9, respectively, for the states in
Fig. 8� is further split into two torsional components. The
wave functions corresponding to the two torsional compo-
nents of a given rotational component have indistinguishable
RDoS distributions. The RDoS distributions associated with
the two rotational components are different, however, and are
shown in Fig. 8. One of them has a dominant contribution of
about 80% from the rotational basis function �J=10,K
=2,�rot=0� �i.e., 2K+�rot=4� and a remaining contribution of
about 20% from the �J=10,K=2,�rot=1� �2K+�rot=5� basis
function. We can obviously label this state as having �rot=0
from the dominant contribution to the wave function. For the
other rotational component, the two significant contributions
are simply interchanged, and we can label the corresponding
state as having �rot=1. For each of the Ka=2 states in Fig. 8,
we can identify a “dominant” �rot-value, but for higher

Ka-values the wave functions become 50-50 mixtures of the
�J ,Ka ,�rot=0� and �J ,Ka ,�rot=1� basis functions, and it even-
tually becomes impossible to make an assignment of the ro-
tational component. Nevertheless, since the wave functions
are given almost entirely in terms of the two rotational basis
functions �J ,Ka ,�rot=0� and �J ,Ka ,�rot=1�, K is a good quan-
tum number in the calculations of the present work. This is
the reason why the torsional splittings vary only weakly
with J.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We have generated a new ab initio
CCSD�T�/aug-cc-pV�Q+d�Z PES �Ref. 41� for the elec-
tronic ground state of HSOH. Variational calculations of
rotation-torsion energies have been performed with this sur-
face in the framework of the RPH approach,27 with the
rotation-vibration Hamiltonian being expanded around ge-
ometries along the torsional MEP of HSOH. The calculated
values of the torsional splittings are in excellent agreement
with experiment; the rms deviation is 0.0002 cm−1 for all
experimentally derived splittings �with J�40 and Ka�4�.
The available experimentally derived torsion-rotation term
values �with J�40 and Ka�4� are reproduced ab initio with
a rms deviation of 1.2 cm−1 �0.7 cm−1 for J�20�, which is
improved to 1.0 cm−1 �0.07 cm−1 for J�20� by empirically
adjusting the three structural parameters rSH

opt, rOH
opt , and rOS

opt

that characterize the optimized geometry at the planar trans
configuration.

With the ab initio CCSD�T�/aug-cc-pV�Q+d�Z PES,41

we calculate that the fundamental term value for the torsional
mode is 451.7 cm−1. The other fundamental term values are,
in ascending order, 756.7 cm−1 �OS stretch�, 1004.6 cm−1

�OSH bend�, 1181.1 cm−1 �SOH bend�, 2536.9 cm−1 �SH
stretch�, and 3657.2 cm−1 �OH stretch�. The torsional funda-
mental term value is indeed the smallest one, but it amounts
to 60% of the next one in the sequence associated with the
OS stretching mode. Hence one may wonder whether it is
appropriate to make an adiabatic separation of the torsional
motion from the other vibrational modes such as we do here.
However, we are chiefly interested in the torsional splittings,
which are differences between close-lying energies, and it is
to be expected that a substantial cancellation of errors takes
place when the differences are formed. Also, the excellent
agreement between theory and experiment, both for the term
values and the splittings, lends credibility to our approach.

In consequence, we believe that our variational calcula-
tions provide reliable predictions for term values and split-
tings not yet observed. For example, in the spectra of
HSOH,17 which have recently been recorded with the Co-
logne sideband spectrometer,19 some lines in the 1.9 THz
region have been assigned to c-type transitions of the
rR4-branch with lower-state J-values of 4, 5, and 6. Under
the assumption that the splittings do not depend strongly on
J, the observed line frequency splittings can be related to the
tunneling splittings obtained for Ka=4 and 5, and with the
known value of the Ka=4 splitting, a splitting of 48.5 MHz,
corresponding to 0.001 62 cm−1, is obtained at Ka=5. This

FIG. 8. �Color online� Rotational RDoS diagram �see Eq. �8� and the ac-
companying discussion� for rotational states of HSOH with J=10 and Ka

=2.
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assignment is supported by the close agreement with the the-
oretical value of 0.001 763 cm−1 for this splitting �see Table
III�.

The calculated torsional splittings for HSOH are ap-
proximately equal for Ka=3t=0,3 ,6 ,9 , . . . . The splittings
for Ka=1 and 2 vary somewhat irregularly, while those for
Ka=3t1�4 vary regularly and are repeated with a period-
of-three Ka-values �Fig. 4�. The theoretical values of the
splittings are consistent with the experimental findings.13,14,16

An analysis of the computational results in terms of a previ-
ously proposed semiempirical model1 for the rotation-torsion
motion has allowed us to explain the surprising variation of
the torsional splittings with Ka.

We hope that the results of the present work will facili-
tate further experimental studies of HSOH.
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